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Introduction
FX volatility has been on the rise ever since the war in Ukraine broke out, but October
may have marked the end of the crescendo following the reversal of September’s UK
mini-budget, China’s National Congress, and calmer volatility in global rates markets.
Although we expect intra-day volatility to remain below October’s peak stress levels, it
will likely remain high over the remainder of 2022 as traders must still contend with
varying central bank reaction functions. Central banks continue to balance the trade-off
between inflation and economic activity, a delicate balance that has only become more
challenging as rates have risen above “neutral.”

Looking ahead, the first two weeks of November will be pivotal for the 
dollar’s near-term trajectory as it will likely define the timing of the 

slowdown in the Fed’s hiking cycle. 

Firstly, markets will receive the Fed’s latest policy decision on Wednesday, November
2nd, and most observers expect a third successive 75bp hike. Given the strong
consensus, the decision itself won’t be the area of focus for markets. Instead, the
emphasis will lie on the tone taken by Chair Powell in the press conference and his
assessment of US economic conditions, especially since September’s data showed the
first signs of a substantial growth slowdown, alongside continued deterioration in housing
market activity, and signals that goods disinflation is likely underway. Any forward
guidance provided by Powell will then be immediately measured against the incoming
jobs (November 4th) and inflation data (November 9th). Both net employment and core
inflation have proven to be more robust than economists expected over previous months,
and another set of strong readings will likely cause the Fed to delay any guidance over its
plans to slow its hiking cycle, despite the rise in recession risk. A fiscal response to US
economic conditions will also likely be hamstrung, as polls suggest that the Democrats
will lose the House of Representatives to the Republicans at the November mid-term
elections scheduled for November 8th.

Despite the event risks on the near-term horizon, we continue to anticipate a broadly
stronger US dollar in the coming month, although we have downgraded our 3-month
DXY forecast, as the 3-month window now incorporates the first month of Q1. We expect
the Fed to downshift its rate path either in December or February, meaning that January
will likely see the dollar weaken from a peak reached in Q4.
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Recap of last month’s major developments

In the UK, the divergence of monetary and fiscal policy following the mini-budget
triggered excessive volatility in UK bond markets, forcing the Bank of England to interject
in order to protect ailing pension funds. The market fallout eventually saw both
Chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng and Prime Minister Liz Truss resign in quick succession, and
the Conservative party swiftly appointed former Chancellor Rishi Sunak as the newest
Prime Minister. Days before Sunak’s appointment, Kwarteng’s replacement, Chancellor
Jeremy Hunt, set about calming market concerns over the UK’s widening budget deficit
by reversing most of the fiscal measures announced in the weeks prior. The results were
positive and risk premia across UK assets began to moderate. Despite the political noise
and signs that the UK was entering its projected recession, the pound continued to trade
on a stronger footing.

Most currencies rally against USD in October on returning risk appetite

First, a weaker ISM manufacturing report for September and a reduction of job openings
suggested that labour demand and goods inflation were starting to soften. The releases
weighed on US yields and sparked an aggressive risk rally, only for the impact to be
reversed days later by a strong payrolls report and continued momentum in core inflation
pressures. It wasn’t until the end of the month when weaker PMIs and a sharp drop in US
house prices reignited the Fed pivot narrative, which was emboldened after the Bank of
Canada followed in the RBA’s footsteps and by slowing its pace of tightening to prioritise
growth conditions.

While developments in the UK stole the headlines, volatility remained high across 
all major currencies, driven by growing cracks in the Fed’s hawkish narrative. 
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The results of the Bank of America fund manager survey shed some light as to why these
data points prompted such an aggressive risk rally. Fund managers see USD longs as the
most crowded trade, but they are still significantly underweight equities and hold an
usually large cash allocation. Everyone is looking for signs that pressure from US rates is
abating, which will allow market participants to deploy their cash reserves and engage in
the next medium-term trend. They will likely look to sell the dollar and selectively add
risky assets to their portfolios.

As we previously alluded, the peak Fed narrative has been bolstered by a succession of
central banks slowing their pace of monetary tightening due to growing financial stability
concerns and recession risks. The two most prominent examples were the Reserve Bank
of Australia at the start of October and the Bank of Canada towards the end of the month,
as both banks hiked by 25bps less than consensus. In addition, the European Central
Bank, which is staring a eurozone recession dead in the eye, guided markets toward a
smaller hike at their next meeting in December. Both the RBA and ECB, however, will
have difficulty maintaining that guidance against still-strong inflation data. In Australia, the
RBA’s preferred measure of core inflation, the trimmed-mean CPI, rose from 4.9% in Q2 to
6.1% in the third quarter.

Further east, a stronger dollar and FX intervention continued to be the dominating theme.
As USDJPY rose to the 150 handle, the pair violently reversed course with the Bank of
Japan’s fingerprints all over it. Although Japanese officials still have not confirmed their
intervention, all signs point toward the BoJ as the culprit, which underlines the two-way
risk involved in trading the yen. At the end-of-month BoJ meeting, officials remained
stubbornly committed to their ultra-loose monetary policy framework, despite having
revised up all their inflation projections. Meanwhile in China, the lack of fiscal stimulus
combined with rising geopolitical tensions with the US and the negative market reaction
to the 20th National Congress sent USDCNY as high as 7.30. For the offshore rate,
USDCNH, this marked its highest level since its creation in 2009. Nonetheless, the pair
quickly retraced, with reports suggesting that state banks began selling USD to support
the Chinese currency.

In Latin American markets, Brazil’s election results were the main topic. After not
achieving the 50% mandate in the first round of elections at the start of the month,
challenger Lula da Silva was forced to enter a second round of voting against incumbent
President Jair Bolsonaro. Markets initially rallied on the news, as the close first round
result would arguably push both into moderating their policies further to appeal to the
center, creating a more market-friendly outcome. The rally soon faded throughout the
month, with the real trading at our 5.3 1-month target going into the final day where the
election outcome was to be announced. News that Lula Da Silva won on October 31st led
BRL to gap up to the 5.4 handle, but the move wasn’t sustained, and the currency
returned to its previous equilibrium level.

Meanwhile in the eurozone, inflation in both Italy and Germany spiked higher, just 
one day after the ECB’s latest decision. 
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Our thoughts on DXY, EUR, GBP, CAD, and CNY

DXY
Although we expected the US economic data to start pushing back on the hawkish Fed
narrative, we didn’t expect markets to take as much confidence in the release of second-
tier data as it did in October. We expect the subsequent loosening in financial conditions
from those data points will concern officials within the FOMC, especially as it coincides
with still firm underlying inflation drivers at a time when the labour market remains
historically tight. For that reason, we don’t expect Fed officials to telegraph their intentions
of slowing the pace of the hiking cycle until signs of core disinflation or re-emerging
labour market slack become obvious in the official data. This, in our view, will keep the
dollar well-supported over the near-term, on the condition that October’s CPI and
payrolls reports show signs of progress. Over the coming quarter, however, we expect
the signs of a slowdown in the Fed’s hiking cycle to become more visible in a wide array
of data releases, leading the Fed to taking a more conservative stance on rates at either
December or February’s meeting. This would delay a structural risk rally until the end of
2022, at the earliest. Even if the Fed were to signal a more dovish policy stance earlier
than our base case, the risk of an extension in the duration of the Fed’s hiking cycle could
limit any USD downside as central bank divergence will only reappear later on. The main
risks to our dollar base case are an improvement in global growth conditions and a faster
narrowing in US core inflation drivers, both of which would see substantial USD downside.

EUR
A material improvement in the eurozone’s near-term energy outlook combined with a
softening in the US dollar to send the single currency back towards parity towards the
end of October. However, despite the near-term improvement, a bleak winter still awaits
the eurozone economy. A recession is all but confirmed for Q4, with inflation conditions
still threatening the ECB’s ability to pivot to a slower tightening pace in December.

Risks to our 3-month EURUSD forecast are two-sided. To the upside, progression in
coordinated fiscal policy in a targeted manner will mitigate the depth of a recession and
reduce concerns over debt sustainability, resulting in a more investable macroeconomic
environment. To the downside, a renewed energy supply shock, which results in energy
rationing, poses he largest threat and will likely see another test of recent EURUSD lows.
In this scenario, more aggressive hikes from the ECB will further weigh on the euro, in our
view, as it will destroy even more demand and deepen the region’s recession..

In this nasty stagflationary backdrop, we expect the single currency to 
remain trading below parity, before a material improvement in global 

risk conditions in 2023 prompts a return to pre-parity ranges. 
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GBP
The appointments of Jeremy Hunt as Chancellor and former-Chancellor Rishi Sunak as
Prime Minister have been welcomed positively by markets, as have their efforts to try and
close the projected budget deficit. With these efforts, fiscal policy has realigned with
monetary policy, making a much more cohesive policy mix for investors. While this has
led markets to reduce the level of risk premium on UK assets and thus supported sterling
at a higher level than we initially forecast, renewed downside in the pound is likely in our
view as stability in the political landscape allows fundamentals to come back to the fore.
The latest batch of UK PMIs for September highlight the severe weakness in these
fundamentals. Those fundamentals, combined with the BoE’s push-back on the market-
implied path for rates, alongside austerity measures that will likely deepen the UK’s
recession in the coming quarters, suggest that sterling looks expensive at current levels.
While we have revised up our 1-month and 3-month GBP forecasts, we still look for
depreciation from current levels.

CAD
While a bear market rally in equities has supported the loonie in recent weeks, economic
fundamentals still suggest that CAD will depreciate into year-end. The Bank of Canada
downshifted its hiking cycle last week on weaker inflation pressures and a crumbling
housing market, in line with our views. The Bank remains on track for another 25bps this
year and will then likely pause its hiking cycle at 4%.

Given the loonie’s year-to-date strength against most major currencies, however, we
expect valuations to drive a more limited rally in CAD compared to EUR and GBP when
the Fed pause arrives. We have rolled forward our 1m forecast and adjusted our 3m and
6m forecasts to account for the divergence in monetary policy.

Given the divergence between the Bank of Canada and Federal 
Reserve’s policies, we expect CAD to depreciate until the Fed signals a 

pause in tightening. 

CNY
Renewed tensions between the US and China under the premise of national security
concerns, coupled with market-unfriendly outcomes from China’s 20th National
Congress, sparked an aggressive bout of CNY depreciation over the past week. Following
the drastic slide, reports emerged that policymakers had instructed state banks to
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intervene via USD sales to calm the FX market. Given that China’s growth profile still looks
grim, the zero Covid policy remains, and substantial fiscal stimulus is absent, we expect to
see the yuan weaken further in an environment where US yields have further upside,
barring a more direct FX response from the PBoC. That said, volatility in the yuan should
be less prominent as event risk from the National Congress has passed.

Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Canada Inc., an execution-only service provider. The material is
for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness
of this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Canada Inc., or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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Forecasts

Currency Pair
1-month 
30th Nov 2022)

3-month
(31st Jan 2022)

6-month 
(30th April 2023)

12-month 
(31st Oct 2023)

G10
EUR/USD 0.97 0.96 1.03 1.07

USD/JPY 150 145 135 125

GBP/USD 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.18

USD/CHF 1.01 1.00 0.95 0.935

USD/CAD 1.38 1.36 1.32 1.30

AUD/USD 0.64 0.67 0.67 0.71

NZD/USD 0.57 0.60 0.60 0.62

USD/SEK 11.34 11.15 11.19 9.53

USD/NOK 10.62 10.42 9.51 8.88

DXY 113.45 113.61 106.63 102.41

Emerging Markets
USD/CNY 7.35 7.4 6.9 6.8

USD/INR 83 80 80 75

USD/ZAR 1.5 18.5 17.5 17.0

USD/TRY 18.7 19 19.25 18

USD/PLN 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.1

USD/HUF 433 417 398 364

USD/CZK 25.3 25.8 23.8 22.4

USD/BRL 5.3 5 4.8 5.0

USD/MXN 20 19.8 19.5 19.0
Euro Crosses

EUR/GBP 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.91

GBP/EUR 1.15 1.15 1.12 1.10

EUR/CHF 0.98 0.96 0.98 1.00

EUR/CAD 1.34 1.31 1.36 1.40

EUR/SEK 11.0 10.7 10.5 10.2

EUR/NOK 10.3 10.0 9.80 9.50

EUR/TRY 18.1 18.2 19.8 19.2

EUR/PLN 4.85 4.6 4.7 4.4

EUR/HUF 420 400 410 390

EUR/CZK 24.5 24.8 24.5 24

EUR/BRL 5.14 4.80 4.94 5.5

EUR/MXN 19.4 19.0 20.1 20.3


